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About This Game

Bob has crashed on a strange planet, lost a bunch of parts for his ship and above all, is late for work!
Find the lost parts and rebuild your ship along the way to solve challenging, physics-based puzzles. You can build your ship any

way you like in the ship builder – try to find the coolest ship-design for the puzzle at hand!

Rebuild your ship any way You like

Find the lost parts and tools for Your ship – You’ll need them to solve puzzles!

25 Chapters of solid level design and clever puzzles

Many hours of replayability, with secrets, Achievements, Leaderboards and more
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bob came in pieces

I don't understand the naysayers on this DLC. It's an accurate representation of a small section of the German summer offensive
of 1942 which eventually led to catastrophic defeat at Stalingrad. A lot can happen on this operation, and if you're the German
player, get ready to encounter well dug-in Soviet infantry and heavy armor. It is by no means a "cake-walk" but a brutal tug of
war we've come to expect from the Graviteam developers. I say, if you like GTOS you'll like this DLC and if you don't, then
why the hell are you even checking this page out anyway? Go back and learn to appreciate the work of gaming art that is
Graviteam Tactics. If you're even remotely interested in WW2 Eastern Front combat, you cannot go wrong with this series.

And then there's that steep learning curve to overcome, so yeah....there's that.. This game could give a pleasing experience if you
somehow succeed to clog your ears up for the incredibly dull plotline and the obnoxious voice acting. Ragdoll is great though.
I only recommend it to those who can't afford the real gem in this genre - XCOM.. I have been skiing for 25 years. This game
gives me flashbacks of close calls from my youth when I would do jumps too big for me. The landings tell my brain to expect
pressure on my knees so I overcompensate and neigh fall over- its a blast. All the fun of big jumps minus the pain. Its a VR
favorite of all my skiier friends too.. i dont recommend this DLC. the missions are a joke.. Cool game in the future, what
prevents it from being a black game at the moment are its controls, the controls are horrible, the camera is very bad, as a player I
should not worry about turning my ship, just going to the sides up And down and shoot, the game is too expensive to have these
confusing controls, and descontroled ship on space, and the bad camera, I waiting developer fix it.
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You know a game that is just FUN to casually play.

. It's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665XD. Very very similar to Towerfall. But that's not a bad thing, because Towerfall
is great.. A good game. But if you arent a real wargamer, and have no experience, you are going to shy away from it. Dont be
intimidated. It is worth learning to play. All in all, a solid release from Ageod, from whom one expects greatness.. Very fun and
good management game. A real Classic if I do say so myself!. The game is fun with friends and all, but not worth the full price.
Good game if on a large sale.. its might be a good game, but it not friendly to me, especially for the terrible handling.
If you are addicted to crazy hard game, congratuation, you get it.
As for me , GUN.. though it is hard to use it at first but with enough research you can do so much with little programming. The
new DLC sneaking suit, the one from Snake Eater, isn't showing up in the game just yet, presumably from some type of bug.
Beta 1.0.4.3 Released - Sneaking Suit (NS) Bug Fixed If you'd like to participate in the beta, follow the steps outlined below:
Right-click on Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain in your Games List
Select Properties from the context menu that appears
Select the Betas tab from the new window that appears
Select ver_1.0.4.3 - fixed: Sneaking Suit (Naked Snake) from the drop-down list under "Select the beta you would like to opt
into"
Select Close
(Information taken from Metal Gear Solid Fan Club(Steam group))
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